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A Message from the Chairman of the
Board
“Together we bring life to land, improve living
communities, earn respect of our stakeholders &
become their ultimate choice.”
We believe in the power of goodness, which is the
root of any success that could be achieved and the
route to reach happiness.

Goodness …. Happiness …. Success
Three main pillars our corporate culture has been revolving around since early 2016. We believe
the three are interrelated; goodness in all its forms leads to satisfaction and happiness that
reflects on performance and achievements. This is our philosophy that we are happily sharing
with you. We Trust the process, and we have faith in our capabilities. To change the world, we
have to start with changing our own world, and this is a commitment we started at DMG and is
eagerly continuing the journey.
Our commitment to the UN Global Compact principals is an essential part for the success of our
journey. We believe we are applying and working in line with the UN Global compact
international best practices in the areas of Human Rights, Labor, Environment and Anticorruption, and it commenced to become an integral part of business strategy, day to day
operations and corporate culture.
We are pleased to confirm that DMG reaffirms its support of the ten principals of the UN Global
Compact and we look forward to continuing our work with the Egyptian Local network. In this
report, we summarize the progress we made to integrate the principles into our strategy,
corporate culture and day to day operations in 2015-2016. Our future strategy will focus more
on the sustainability and governance issues and will expand to tackle the SDGs towards a
happier life for all.

Ayman Ismail
Chairman of the Board
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About DMG
DMG was established more than two decades ago as an engineering and contracting company.
Today DMG is a group in the Middle East with member companies in the three sectors of
engineering, real estate and hospitality.
The DMG family of companies is vertically integrated with an innovative and unique approach to
delivering projects. The group’s companies strive individually in their core specialties and
succeed in adding considerable value to their sister companies.
In collaboration between the DMG member companies, a project is materialized from concept
to design, contracting to sales then facilities management. The business model and leverage of
DMG enables the group to grow rapidly within
the region.
The DMG family is made up of 1500
professionals and administrators creating an
integrated network of dedicated talent that
make DMG distinct in what it offers.

Vision

Leadership with a strongly
rooted organization, building
landmarks & standing as a
beacon of goodness “Khair”,
priding ourselves & our future
generations.

Mission

Together we bring life to land,
improve living communities,
earn respect of our stackholders & become their
ultimate choice.

Values
Respect | Integrity | Family Bond | Safety | Passion for Growth & innovation.
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MV Hyde park

MV New Cairo
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Human Rights
DMG is all about Human beings. Respect,
Integrity, family bond, safety and passion for
growth and innovation are our Core values.
As embedded in DMG culture, we respect and
protect Human Rights including the internationally
recognized rights and labor standards proclaimed in
the universal declaration of human rights and the
International Labor Organization’s conventions.
Based on our commitment DMG conducted a Code
of conduct in 2013 signed by all our employees. Our
code of conduct is in line with the international
conventions in a localized form, and complies with
the local laws and policies as well.
The Code stresses on DMG mission; bringing life to
earth “”اﻋﻤﺎر اﻻرض, and establishes a commitment to provide a better quality of life for each of
its stakeholders and to the community. It covers all the Human rights aspects including Respect,
equality, dignity, prohibiting harassment and implementing safety measures in the work place.
The Code is communicated to all DMGians; the office employees and the employees in the
different projects’ sites through specialized sessions, after which they sign the code and are
expected to acknowledge, respect and abide by its content. The Code is annually revised and recommunicated to employees and the same signing mechanism takes place.
Tawasol is our internal mechanism to communicate and report on any violation
to the Code. A box is installed in all of our premises across all group companies.
Any complaints or reporting is put directly inside the box. The complaints are
handled with complete confidentiality and are revised by top management and
discussed immediately. The necessary action is taken to assure proper dealing
with each case and avoid any similar violation in the future.
DMG work environment is a safe, clean and conducive one. Our safety procedures comply with
the industry, national and international standards. Workers on the different projects’ sites are
provided with the required training to assure their safety in addition to the safety measures in
each site and the existence of a health and safety office in each site. All DMG premises are well
equipped and maintained to provide employees with the basic needs of safety, good ventilation,
and lighting, clean water and sanitary facilities. All our premises are Air conditioned with a
kitchenette to serve the employees and their visitors free of charge.
Our Company policy is abiding by international and local laws with respect to working hours. We
have a well-developed and efficient HR system that manages all employees’ related issues.
Attendance, job scope, performance, annual targets, appraisals, monitoring and evaluation are
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all taken care of through robust systems and procedures from the HR team in coordination with
all line managers.
The one family approach makes working at DMG a unique experience where employees respect,
love and protect each other. Harassment had never been an issue in light of the prevailing
environment. DMG respects employees’ privacy, no monitoring or recordings are allowed inside
the company, Cameras are fixed in the public areas and is known to all employees. Private
information is kept in a confidential place and only accessible for the function/person entitled to
deal with it according to each case.
Being one of the main activities for us, buying land for developing and construction, renting
properties for our activities as premises or elsewise, DMG through its Governmental relations
department and administrative department take all the adequate measures and procedures to
make sure no one is affected and the owners are fairly compensated.

It is a clear direction embedded in our culture to avoid any risk related to human rights whether
locally or anywhere the company shall operate.
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Labor
Labor and its related issues are always an area of
concern for DMG since its establishment. Human
capital is our main success factor, enabling our
labor, empowering them and protecting their rights
is one of our corporate culture pillars that are
clearly practiced in our daily operations. Even in the
most difficult times where all organizations are
suffering due to the hard economic conditions, DMG
is keen to retain its employees, help them sustain
their same standard of living and reward the top
talented ones.
DMG Code of Conduct includes all the rights related to labor in line with the UN Global compact
principals and our local laws, policies and industry guidelines, it prohibits child labor, recognize
the rights of our workers to freedom of association and to bargain collectively, allows raising
serious issue to top management & getting a feedback on it and ensures a fair and decent
treatment to all of our 1500 employees across our different companies. Our labor policies are
updated and revised to be up-to-date with any changes in the international standards or the
local regulations.
Our casual labor are recruited through and outsourcing company that is responsible for
managing them in return for certain fees taken from DMG.
We have a well-developed compensation scheme that is based on the international hay survey
to make sure our employees are getting their fair values compared to their peers in the market.
An annual appraisal mechanism is in place to assess and reward the employees; top talented
and top performers are rewarded in the different events throughout the year.
Ongoing orientation and communication programs to communicate DMG strategy and
objectives take place in different forums, on top comes the annual gathering at Ramdan, where
the Group achievements is communicated and the way forward is presented by top
management.
Continuous motivation and training is provided to all DMG
employees to keep them updated with the latest updates in their
areas of concern and to upgrade their capabilities and team them
up for a better coordination. Annual team buildings, soft skills
and technical trainings are carried out according to a pre-set plan
throughout the year. Real estate executive Academy is a
platform to educate DMG executives on the real estate advanced
market trends. The courses are delivered by DMG Seniors and
are utilizing the curriculum provided by the AUC IEEI and the University of Singapore that was
mentioned and reported in our first COP.
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Standard Surveys such as organizational health, trust meter and Managers’ quality surveys
are used to assess and measure the maturity of the organization giving a flexible platform for
employees to freely asses and their managers and report any complaints.

Family Bond …. A core value
Our one family concept expands to include employees’ families, a happier well served family is
one of the tracks leading to a happier employee, employees and their families are entitled to
medical insurance, a program for benefits is designed and in place to benefit all DMG
employees and their families including gym activities, special offers at a number of 5 stars
hotels, special rates and payment facilitation in a number of stores (food chains, clothes,
electronics and others).
The Family fund is a DMG program designed to support employees in cases of emergency and
the need for external fund. Some criterion are put to maximize the usage of the fund, the
eligible employee enjoys the benefits of the fund and return it on scheduled payments. In some
cases where the employee cannot pay the installments, the company pays on his behalf. EGP
MN 500 was allocated for the fund during 2016. 41 cases benefited from the fund, 95% were
refundable by requesters and 5% were refunded by the DMG.
Supporting its employees to survive during the hard times to cope with the increase in the level
of prices accelerated by the appreciation of our exchange rate, DMG increased the salaries of its
low income groups (for the income category starting from the minimum wages till a maximum
salary of EGP K15). The increase varied from 10 to 15%.
“  "اﻻﻗﺮﺑﻮن اوﻟﻰAl Akraboon Awla initiative is a program initiated by DMG employees to
support our casual labor in the first place (casual labor are those whom are not officially
belonging to the group of companies and are managed by external parties). The program aims
at maintaining the minimum requirements of their basic needs. The requester is not obliged to
return the money once proved eligible. The initiative supported 12 cases with the amount of
approximately EGP K 130 in 2016, 95% of the cases covered chronic diseases including cancer
related therapies and the rest were directed to other basic needs requirements. Our future plan
includes increasing the allocated fund by DMG contribution that will be a match to the amount
collected by employees to support and sustain the initiative.

Delivering Happiness
Selling happiness to our clients is a business deriving force, providing happiness to our
employees is one of our business objectives, while giving back to community is a main area
that we are restlessly working on.

Happiness is our key word since 2015 and for the years to
come it will remain our higher purpose, evolving from our
vision and mission that are reflected in our culture. DMG is
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always seeking the best for its employees, creating a vibrant, healthy and conducive work
environment was on top of DMG executives’ agenda. DMG believes that In order to change the
world, we must first change our own world, and that change starts with our employees. In 2015,
DMG theme became “together for a happier life” that was promoted for inside and outside the
group of companies. In a step towards institutionalizing its new theme, DMG created a Culture
Department dedicated to spreading happiness awareness within DMG, working closely with
employees to tackle their needs and requirements, communicate it to the top management and
design tailored programs to address the different needs. In 2016, DMG decided to professionally
address the happiness issue, that’s why it approached the world leader in the field “delivering
happiness, Zappos” who became our partner in delivering happiness. DMG is so excited about
the experience.
The Wheel of Wealth is a DMG copy righted initiative that
addresses the needs for a good wellbeing. It works on four
main areas; spirit, Body, Mind and heart. DMG year is
divided into the four seasons of the wheel. Each quarter
has its relevant activities, events and emails with relevant
information and instructions. All DMG premises are
branded with the initiative leaving all working places with a
cheerful and encouraging spirit.
Practicing Gratitude became one of our main habits, it is a ritual to start our meetings with and
all employees seize the opportunity to practice it in all of our events.

Community Development… Towards shared value initiatives
Giving back to community is embedded in DMG corporate culture and presented in its code of
conduct. Goodness as one of our pillars and as the main driving force for our happiness and
success, is interpreted one way in our responsibility towards our community, DMG is actively
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engaged in the activities and happily act as responsible citizens. Our programs take into
consideration the UN sustainable Development goals in its broader sense.
In the area of quality education (the 4th goal) and the decent work and economic growth (the
8th goal) DMG under the theme of “useful knowledge-  ”ﻋﻠﻢ ﻧﺎﻓﻊlaunched its Real Estate
Students learning academy in 2015 targeting undergraduates and fresh graduates. The
academy aims at:
•

Act responsibly towards decreasing the gap in vocational training between theoretical
University Education & the practical needs of the market, as part of DMG CSR Program
of improving the Real estate/Engineering sector quality of educations & calibers.

•

Help engineering students build a practical understanding of the different functions of
Engineering & RE sectors and choose their real interest in RE & Eng. Career. They can
do this by utilizing the opportunity DMG’s integrated model.

•

Empower our target groups and increase students potential for recruitment
capitalizing on their exposure and experiences in the real state sector business

•

Promote DMG Culture of giving back towards community development & happiness
responsibility. And spread it through “Manaret Elkhair” (as each student will give back
the academy knowledge to 2 of his friends).

The program is fully sponsored by DMG and is divided into two
main parts; a theoretical one delivered voluntarily by our
engineers who believes sharing their knowhow with the right
people is a way towards upgrading our beloved Egypt, and a
practical one, where students are distributed among DMG
different sites and companies. 80 students graduated in the two
rounds of 2015-2016. DMG is targeting to partner with a global
player in the area of training and development, “Pearson
international”, and is expected to start the full cooperation in 2017.

DMG is keen to develop products, services and businesses and ot stimulate entrepreneurship
in Egypt. DMG started its supporting entrepreneur’s initiative in 2014 where it partnered with
endeavor organization, the leading NGO in the field of empowering entrepreneurs. DMG
provides mentoring and technical support required for endeavor entrepreneurs, it is worth
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mentioning the DMG Chairman is the Chairman of endeavor as well. In its next steps towards
empowering entrepreneurs, DMG aims at giving more support to endeavor in addition to a
special focus on startups in the sustainable construction field; this will be tackled in coordination
with the relevant bodies and organizations.
In line with the 1st and 2nd SDG goals, No Poverty and Zero Hunger, DMGians donated to buy
500 food box and 120 employees volunteered to pack and distribute them in coordination with
Bedaya NGO at Ramadan 2016. The box was expected to sustain the basic need of a family
composed of 5 members.
DMGians participated in the winter campaign initiated by the Egyptian food bank and donated
to buy 200 winter blanket and distributed them at “Al Ayat” village.
In the area of Good Health and wellbeing (the 3rd SDG Goal) we practiced the following
activities:
•
•

Regular blood donations to the Egyptian blood banks in coordination with “Triple effect
initiative” where DMGians donated a number of 100 blood bag.
DMG donated an amount of EGP MN 2800 to construct and upgrade a complete section
at Abu El Reesh Children hospital. Work is still in progress and is supervised by our
engineers.

DMG is proud of its human capital and is restlessly seeking the best of its employees, that lead
to a decrease of employees’ turn over from 26.55% in 2015 to 14.99% in 2016.
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The Environment
Empowered by its participation in the Global
Compact and in light of the global environmental
challenges, all the efforts seeking sustainability, and
its journey of spreading happiness everywhere, DMG
as a responsible business leader is committed to
protect and contribute to conserving the
environment. This is embedded in our culture by
being a part of our code of conduct signed by all of
our employees. We are abiding by the Egyptian
environment law and its guidelines as stated in our
code of conduct.
DMG started its environmental sustainability journey
by adopting the concept and incorporating in in its
designs concepts. The following are the main areas
DMG focused on and the actions taken in each area:
•

•
•
•

•

•

•

Air pollution: DMG moved towards reducing air pollution within its I city compounds
allowing its residents to live in a healthy clean environment, by adopting the “carless”
concept in its I-city design, where all the car parking is located underground and is
connected to the car assigned areas reducing 60% of internal trips.
DMG enforces a no-smoking policy in all its premises, where a special area is designated
for smokers to keep a clean and healthy work environment.
Towards its humble contribution to reduce gas emissions, 75% of DMG offices are
empowered by LED technology.
Renewable energy: DMG started utilizing new clean technologies for renewable sources
of energy for the illumination of its compounds. It will rely on solar energy in
illuminating 75% of its public areas within the Icity projects.
Waste Management: following the SDG 12th goal, responsible consumption and
production, DMG uses a sewage waste treatment technology in its recent projects; Hyde
park, chill out park & Icity for irrigation purposes. In its recent projects, I city, DMG will
use groundwater to irrigate the greenery area of the edible plants.
One of the shared values initiatives DMG started and is working to incorporate it in its
normal course of business is partnering with small entrepreneurs in the field. Early 2016,
our landscape company “Curve” partnered with an entrepreneur producing “Compost
or organic fertilizers”. Curve financed the project and developed the right technical
specifications with the entrepreneur ending with a satisfying good final product that
employs almost the population of an entire village. The partnership lasted for almost a
year leaving us with a list of “dos and don’ts” to work on in similar future initiatives.
In the next few years, DMG targets the initiation of the public-private dialogue and
cooperation for the Real estate and Construction sectors towards a cleaner industry and
a sustainable environment.
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•

DMG aims to commence working on developing its sites’ waste management policy to
get rid of the site/construction wastes in a proper way that is damaging the
environment. We will cooperate with NGOs working in the recycling area to become our
partner in this area.
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Anti-Corruption
Fighting corruption is a worldwide issue that is
growing on several fronts including the commercial
one specially that competition has become even
fiercer than before, and one of its illegitimate ways
to be more competitive is through corruption that
has reached all levels.
At DMG, we are committed to comply with all
relevant laws including anti-corruption laws to fight
corruption and combat bribery at all levels.
We value pursuing all our business transactions in an ethical manner and with all stakeholders.
INTEGRITY is one of our values, being honest in words and action is a basic value that all
DMGians enjoy.
DMG has taken several measures to ensure institutionalizing its values including integrity in its
corporate culture and hence the daily operations as follows:
•

•

•

•

The Management commitment to combat corruption in its official policies, where our
Code of conduct signed and known by heart to all of our employees states clearly our
values and our commitment to prohibit any form of corruption or bribery including;
conflict of interest, information dissemination, banking accounts, gifts, outside activities
for directors, top executives and employees, corporate opportunities, relationships with
suppliers and Nepotism disclosure. An “investigation committee” for corruption related
issues, directly reporting to the chairman is entitled to investigate any violation to the
code. A violation of the Code may result in appropriate disciplinary action including the
possible termination from employment with the Company, without additional warning
By End of 2016 DMG launched its official Corporate Governance Manual based on OECD
guidelines and the Egyptian code of corporate Governance aiming at achieving higher
levels of disclosure and transparency. The Manual includes all the corporate governance
committees’ charters required for a smoother, more transparent and audited processes.
DMG has a plan to implement all the Code’s guidelines in the near future.
We maintain a whistle blowing mechanism through our “Tawasol” initiative, where all
complaints are directly received by the Chairman office and immediate actions are
taken.
Within DMG, we continuously ensure an effective establishment of a checks and
balance system throughout all the operations and we adhere to international best
practices in accounting, DMG has an independent internal audit department directly
reporting to the board where periodical internal audits take place on all business
operations and a financial controller function to ensure the credibility and to make sure
the financial process has no loop holes.
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